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ABSTRACT theoretical cross section with the energy profile. The
energy profile can be measured by unfolding the in-

A possible measurement of the top quark mass by variant mass distribution of Bhabha events measured

an energy scan of the tt threshold region at e+e - col- st each scan point. To unfold the beamstrahlung en-
liders of V_ = 250-500 GeV is discussed. With an orgy profile we need a large number of Bhabha events
integrated luminosity of 1 fb -1 devoted to the energy and an excellent energy resolution is required for the
scan, a top quark mass of about 150 GeV can be de- EM calorimeter. Also an accurate theoretical Bhabl a
termined with an accuracy of _. 0.3 GeV, with a com- cross section with higher order radiative corrections is
parable systematic uncertainty arising from the few % needed. In this report we neglect the beamstrahlung
errors in the a, measurement at LEP-I. The possibil- effects because it is still premature to discuss realistic
ities of studying Ft and Higgs boson effects are also machine parameters, and because this effect is small
discussed, in candidate machine designs.

Experimentally, it is highly probable that the top
mass will be roughly known from the experiments at

I. INTRODUCTION Tevatron, LHC or SSC at the time when the e+e -
collider of _ = 250--500 GeV turns on. At the e+e-

If the top quark mass is between 100 GeV and collider we can measure the top mass from the invari-
250 GeV, an e+e - collider of x/_ above LEP-II ener- ant mass of W + b at a high energy point above the tt
gies (between 250 GeV to 500 GeV) is an ideal place threshold. The resolution in top quark mass obtained
to study the properties of top quark. In this report by the invariant mass measurement depends on the
a possible measurement of top quark mass and other energy resolution and the solid angle coverage of the
threshold parameters by energy scan at such a collider detector. This coarse top mass measurement can be
is discussed, used as an input for a more precise measurement, by

The advantage of the energy scan method is that an energy scan.
the results do not depend on the details of the de- The cross section of tt near the threshold is sen-

tector performance because the measurement is just sitive to the strong coupling a,[2]. We assume that
the cross section for e+e - --, tt (number of 1t events) a, can be determined within a ,few percent level on
at each scan point. We assume that the luminosity the Z resonance at LEP-I. We also assume that the-
measurement is sufficiently precise. Even if the back- oretical ambiguity in the QCD calculations of the tt
ground level is not precisely known before the actual cross sections is small. Especially, the renormalization
energy scan, it can be measured into good precision scale (Q2) of a, used in the formula of ti threshold
at an energy point well below the tt threshold. The and those for the LEP a0 measurements must have a
disadvantag_.s are that large integrated luminosity is clear and consistent relation.
needed to scan through many points; in addition the At the moment we do not know whether we need
machine may need adjustment at each energy point, as to perform an energy scan in order to measure the
we have experienced for the SLC machine. Moreover, top mass with an accuracy comparable to the W mass
if beamstrahlung effects are large so that the beam resolution at the LEP-II (aMw _ 0.15 GEV)[1], be-

cause a precise top mass measurement can not fur-energy distribution has a long tail in the lower en-
ther constrain the Standard Model in a fundamentalorgy side, it might not be easy to measure M, in a

reasonable accuracy by the energy scan. The beam- way, since fermion masses in the Standard Model are
strahlung correction is very limilar to the corrections arbitrary parameters, which can be adjusted to the
due to initial state radiation effects. Once the beam. observed masses. On the other hand, measurements

of gauge boson masses constrain the Standard Modelstrahlung energy profile is known we can convolute the
tightly. However, if we measure Mt precisely, theorists
may have stronger motivation to study the origin of

* Worksupported by Department of Energy contract DE- fermion masses, which might be related to the quark
AC03-76SF00515. mixing angles.
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0"._ (a2)Similartothecase(al)but eventsareweighted

by the correctmatrixelementsquaredofthe

e processoftt---*bW+bW - "-'*bfl]2bf3.f4!

(b) Top quark ishadronizedintoT-hadron before
itsdecay. The T-hadron (tplusa spectator)

/ _'_ decays into b + W plus a spectator. The colorstring is stretched between b and the spectator

e (a) W':_.-____.__ theandLundhadr°nizati°nmodel.occurs along the string as in
For heavy top quarks produced not far from the

W /_,+r_: v threshold, the case (a2)is the most realistic simulation.

For _ < 2Mt, of course, (b) is not valid. The model
' dependence of the tf detection efficiency is investigated

e. t and the results are discussed later. I
Y'Z B. Monte Carlo Generat|on of

q _ Background Events

The main sources of background events which have

relatively large visible energy and charged multiplic-
ity are (1) e+e - ---*qq (q = d,u,s,e,b), (2) e+e - ---*

,_,,, (b) W+W - and (3) e+e - ---* ZZ. The Lund shower
model[5] is used for the event generator of light quark

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram to explain the difference of pairs (including e+e - ---*"t+ Z --* 7 + qq). The WW
the two hadronization scheme. (a) Top quarks decay and ZZ background are generated by a Monte Carlo of
into W + b without forming T-hadron. The hadroniza- Kleiss et al.[6] in which the spin correlations are taken
tion takes place in the color singtet system between b into account. Gluon emissions in the Z or W hadronic
and b, which are deca)' products of t and t-. (b) Top decay is simulated using the Lund shower model[5].

quarks decay after forming T-hadron. The hadroniza- Cross sections for the main background processes
tion takes place in the color singlet system between b assumed for the Monte Carlo studies without and with

lbl and the spectator anti-quark _ [spectator quark q]. initial state photon radiative corrections (with the hard
photon energy limit is k_ = 2Ew/qts < 0.99) are

I1. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION listed in Table I (in units of auu(lst order QED) =
86.8 nb/s GEV2). The Fi'rad includes the cross sectiono -qq

A. Hadrvnizatwn of Top Quark for e+ e - ---*Z + "t "* qq + 7. The Lackground cross

Since lifetime of a heavy top quark is shorter than section is quite high compared to the t_ cross section,
the typical time scale of fragmentation [_1/(200 MEV)] which is about one unit of auu.
in the mass region we are studying[4], the top quark
decays before forming a/'-hadron (T-meson or T-bary- C. Detector Simulation
on) and the hadronization occurs between b and b as The detector simulation is done in a simple way.

shown in Fig. l(a). On the contrary, if the top quark The acceptance of the detector is assumed to be per-
mass is light, the top quark forms a T-hadron before feet except for the region near the beams, and it is
its decay, after which the t quark in the T-hadrou de- assumed that there are no active elements within 10°
cays into b + W. In this case, the hadronization takes cones from the beams. The energy and momentum di-

place between b and a spectator quark (or a specta- rection of produced stable particles (except for muons)
tor di-quark) [see Fig. l(b)]. We studied the following are in principle measured by hadron and electromag-
three cases of the hadronization scheme for the process netic calorimeter. To simulate calorimeter in a simple

ti --* bW+bW - ---*bfl]2b]3f4" manner, particle pairs with opening angle smaller tha_
(al) Top quark decays into b + W before fragmenta- 4 degrees are combined into energy clusters. The di-

tion. Decay angular distributions of t ---*b + W
and W --. f]' are assumed to be isotropic. If bb rection of' those energy clusters is smeared with a aof 2 degrees for each of the two angles corresponding
invariant mass is larger than 30 GeV, the Lund
parton shower model is applied to the bb sys-
tem. Otherwise the Lund string fragmentation _ The matrix element squared is calculated by M, E.

is applied to the hadronization of bb system. Peskin, assuming massless particles in the final state.
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Table I

The R valuesofvariousbackgroundprocesses

_ =_ Rzz /_;z_, I9_'._ [ Rww "_ww] %, --,, ..........
250 GeV 7,56 29.9 I0.4 11.9 0.68 0,78

300 GeV 7.25 28,9 12.2 14.5 0.76 0.90

400 GeV 6.95 28.2 15.4 19.0 0.90 1.11
..........

500 GeV 6.82 28.0 18.1 22.64 1.03 1.30

Table II

The cuts for t{ event selection (M, = 150 GeV)

Cut Cut Definitmn _,_ . Qq eww ezz

1 N,h > 10 1.000 0.974 0.882 0.893

2 Evis > 0.4,,/7 0.995 0.857 0.871 0.855,, ,,

3 Pevent > 3.0 GeV'V2 0.301 0.066 0.304 0.112

4 Mt > 130 GeV 0.247 <4 10-s 0.0018 0.071.......

5 Aifout> 40 GeV 0.217 <4 10-5 0.0088 0.040

6 MI > 90GEV or M2 > 90 GeV 0.141 <4 I0 -s 0.0022 0.031,,

7 IN1 - N21/(NI + N2) > 0.5 0.124 <4 10-5 0.0011 0.0079

Table III

The final efficiency of signal and background events

M_ _,_ cqq _ww _zz
125 GeV 01169 <3 10-5 0.0021 0.034

150 GeV 0.124 <4 10-5 0.0011 0.0079

200 GeV 0.203 <4 10-s 0.0011 0.0011
.........

250 GeV 0.238 <4 10-5 0.0009 t 0.0005

TableIV

Detectionefficiencyoft{eventsforthethreehadronizationmodels

Cut Cut Defiuition e(al_ e(=2) e(b)

1 Nch > 10 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 Evi= > 0.4v/'_ 0.998 0.997 0.995

3 Pevent > 3.0 GeV 1/2 0.314 0.303 0.301

4 M i > 130 GeV 0.277 0.263 0.247
.........

5 Mout > 40 GeV 0.243 0.241 0.217
,,

6 MI > 90 GeV or M2 > 90 GeV4 0.193 0.192 0.1,41
,

7 IN1 _ N21/(N _ + _r_) > 0.5 4 0.155 0.156 0.124,,,
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Fig. 2. The distribution of pevent , the maximum value Fig. 3. Invariant mass of ali the deterred energy clus-

of the lepton isolation parameter Pt for M1 the leptons ters except for the most isolated lepton (Mi). (a) tt
with pt > 2 GeV in an event. The plots are nor- events assuming Mi = 150 GeV and R_ = 1.0; (b)
malized wit,h the same luminosity (also for Figs. 3-6). W+W - events; (c) ZZ events; and (d) qO events.
(a) _[ events assuming Mi = 150 GeV and Rn_ = 1.0;
(b) W+W - events; and (c) ZZ events.

(3) The event contains at least one isolated lepton
(e ± or p_). The isolation condition is pt >

to the two directions perpendicular to the cluster mo- 3.0 GeV l/u, where the isolation parameter Pt is
mentum. The energy resolution of the calorimeter is defined as follows: The JADE jet-finding algo-
assumed to be 0.50/_/E (GEV) with an offset of 0.020. rithm with yeui = (25 GeV)_/s is applied[7] to
The electromagnetic calorimeter has an energy resolu- ali the energy clusters in the event (except the
tion of 0.08/v/E with an offset of 0.005. Lepton iden- candidate lepton £). Then
tification and background rejection are assumed to be

perfect for p = lpg> 2 GeV. The muon momentum res- Pt =-im_i q2pt(1 - cos XO)olution is ac p = 0.0003p (p in GeV) for p > 2 GeV.

where Pt is the momentum of the lepton and
III. EVENT SELECTION Xti is the angle between the lepton momentum

direction and the recoastructed jet axes. The

The signatures of top qvark ever.ts (e+e - --, distribution of pevent, the maximum value of pr
blV+bW -) are isolated leptons from the W leptonic over ali the leptons in with pt > 2 GeV in an
decay and the spherical evem'_ shape. Major back- event is plotted in Fig. 2(a)-(d).
ground processes are e+e - _. W+W - with one of (4) Invariant mass of ali the detected energy clus-
W + decaying into £_, and e+e - --. ZZ with one of ters except for the most isolated lepton (Mi)
Z's decaying into lepton pair and the other decaying must be larger than mhz [130 GeV, 130 GeV x

hadronically. Light quark pair production (QCD)has (V_/300 GEV)]. The distribution of M i after
large cross =ection but very few isolated leptons are the cut (3) is shown in Fig. 3(a)-(d).
produced. Since the cross section of e+e - ..-, ZZ is (5) Mout is larger than ma_ [40 GeV, 40 GeV x

much smaller than for e+e- ---, iV + W-, we optimized (V/'S/300 GEV)] where Mout = vfs/Evi, _ Ip__l I.
the cuts to efficiently reject W + W- events. The fol- Here, p_Ut is transverse momentum of energy
lowing selection criteria are applied, clusters measured from the event plane defined

(1) Number of observed charged particles is greater by the two major eigenvectors of sphericity anal-
than 10. ysis. The distribution of Mout after the cut (4)

(2) Visible energy (sum of the energy deposited in is shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c).
the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter plus (6) The event is divided by two hemispheres per-
muon momenta) is greater than 0.4v/_. pendicular to the event thrust axis and the in-
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Fig. 4. The distribution of Mout after the cut (4). Fig. 5. The distribution of rnaz(Mx, M2) after the
Ca) t{ events assuming Mt = 150 GeV and Ra_ = 1.0; cut (5). (a) t{ events assuming Mt = 150 GeV and
(b) W+W - events; (c) ZZ events; and (d) q_ events. Ra_r= 1.0; (b) W+W - events; and (c) ZZ events.

variant mass of one of the hemispheres (Ml or where q = d, u,s, c,b). For _/s < 250 GeV, the last
M2) is required to be larger than ma_: [90 GeV, two cuts [(6) and (7)] are not applied in the event se-
90 GeV x (v_/300 GEV)]. The distribution of lection in order to have a larger detection efficiency for
max(M1, M2) after the cut (5) is shown in t{events. Detection efficiencies after the cuts, at v_ =
Fig. 5(a)-(c). 250 GeV, 300 GeV, 400 GeV, are listed in Table III

(7) Charged multiplicities of the two thrust hemi- for e+e - ---*t{ as well as for background processes.
spheres (N1 and N2) must satisfy INa - N2I/ The t{ detection efficiency does not have a large
(N1 + N2) < 0.5. The distribution of IN1 - hadronization model dependence; this is made clean
N21/(Nx + N2) after the cut (6) is shown in in Table IV. In the table, the efficiencies are compared
Fig. 6(a)-(c). at Mt = 150 GeV for the models (al), (a2) and (b),

The fraction of events surviving after each step which are already described in Sec. II.
of the selection criteria is listed in Table II for V_ = The fraction of events with isolated leptons over
300 GeV and Mt = 150 GeV. In the table, numbers ali t{ events is at most _ 40% including W --* ru:

are given for e+e - ---* t{ as well as for background The rest (_ 60%) are purely hadronic decays. We
processes (W+W - events ZZ events and qq events, have not studied the case in which both W's from top
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15 | , I ' I | Model is to sit at the highest energy point where rea-
tt(MI=150GeV) _1 sonably high luminosity can be also provided. There-

10[ (a) [ fore we assume that Mt is already measured with an

I - accuracy of 5-10%, sitting at the high energy point.
In this report, the study of the energy scan strat-

i egy and the calculation of expected errors in the thresh-

5 old parameters are essentially based on the paper by
Swartz[1].

The first crude scan can be started from 20 GeV

above the best guess point and scan down the energy
0 with 5 GeV interval (in x/s) and with the integrated

WW _ luminosity of 0.1 fb -1 per scan point until the t{ cross

(b) section decreases significantly. In the worst, case we
10 - may have to measure 7 points until the cross section

fM
o decreases significantly. One more point is added at

- - 5 GeV below the last scan point

5 - _ According to Ref. 1, a sensitivity function for Mt

1 Oat_

z S(Vts; Mt) = VrS"_OM'
0

is calculated as a function of yrs. In Fig. 7, S(V_; Mi)
is plotted for M= = 150 GeV as well as sensitivity
functions of other parameters.

10 An example of the scan is plotted in Fig. 8. The
expected one sigma resolution of Mt is calculated by
the formula

0 A(M,) = ,

1LiS(vf'_;M_) 2.

where Li is integrated luminosity at each scan point.
0 0.4 0.8 After the first coarse scan, the expected resolution is

,,, INI"N21/(NI+N?.) _o,,_ between 0.3 GeV to 1.2 GeV depending on the initial
scan point. This AMt does not include any systematic

Fig. 6. The distribution of IN1 -N_I/(Na + Ns) after ambiguities from other parameters. A relatively good
the cut (6). (a) tf events assuming Mt = 150 GeV and AMt of 0.3 GeV can be obtained if one of the scan

Rt_ = 1.0; (b) W+W - events; and (c) ZZ events, points is in the sensitive region where IS(x/_; Mt)l is
large. After this scan we know the M_ with an accu-
racy of _ 1 GeV. We choose the case with the worst

quarks decay hadronically. If Mt is large so that b-jets Mt resolution of 1.2 GeV (8 point scan between 290
are enough energetic and they are well separated from and 325 GeV in 5 GeV step). To improve the resolu-
the jets in the W decay, the event will have several tion, two points with 1 GeV interval are added to the
energy-momentum constraints among jets. Therefore most sensitive region calculated from the first, scan.
it might be possible to reconstruct these events[8]. The For the above example we add two points at, 293 GeV
b-tagging (by selecting events containing many tracks and at 294 GeV with 0.1 fb -_ for each. The expected
with large impact parameter) might help to select if Mt resolution decreases from 1.2 GeV to 0.33 GeV.
events. For lower top masses, however, b-jets are soft We obtained the relative Mt resolution as good as W
and many jets coming from W decays are more ener- mass measurement at LEP-II (aMw/Mw = 0.2%)[1]
getic than the b-jets, with relatively small luminosity.

V. DETERMINATION OF OTHER
IV. ENERGY SCAN PARAMETERS

The most efficient way to ,search for new particles In principle crt_ is a function of six parameters
and to look for obvious anomalies against the Standard (V/S, Mt, Ft, a,, MI-1, fttn), where ft_H is the rela-
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Mt= 149.6,150.0.150.4 GeV
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Fig. 8. An example of the energy scan near ttthresh- Fig. 9. In addition to the scan as shown in Fig. 8,
old. A coarse scan is done with 5 GeV step for 8 points more luminosity and energy points are added to deter-
(luminosity of each point is 0.1 fb-1). After the coarse mine Mt and a, simultaneously. The total integrated
scan, two more points are added in the sensitive re- luminosity is 5 fb -I.
gion of M=. The total integrated luminosity is 1 fb "1
(0.1 fb- 1 for each point).

we add integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb -1 (per point)
at. the energy points of V_ = 292 GeV, 293 GeV,

tire strength of the coupling constant for the trH ver- 294 GeV, and 295 GeV at the sensitive region of a, (as
tex. In the Standard Model, Ft and fttH are not in- shown in Fig. 9) With the simultaneous fit of Mt and
dependent parameters because they can be calculated a,, we expect AMt = 0.611 GeV and An0 = 0.0071.
from other parameters. This section discusses the es- With total lumino_ity of 5 fb -1 we cannot determine
timation of systematic errors in Mt which come from

a, better than at LEP-I.
uncertainties in other parameters, and possibilities of

determining these other parameters. B. Top Decay Width (Ft)

A. The Strong Coupling (a,) The top decay width can be known relatively pre-

The most sensitive and unknown uncertainty is in cisely for a given mass, if we assume IVtbl = 1.0 and
_,. Roughly speaking, an error An, of 0.01 corre- the Standard Model, However, it would be wonder-
sponds to AMt of 1 GeV for Mt = 150 GeV. If we can ful to determine this width experimentally. The sire-
measurea° to3-5percentaccuracyatLEP-I on theZ pleatscanningstrategydiscussedaboveleadstoan ex-

resonance,thesystematicerrorofMt due totheuncer- pectedone sigma erroron the width measurementof

taJntyinc_,isapproximately0.3-0.5GeV. However, 0.383GeV froma two parameterfit(M= and r_).The

thisvaluedoesnot includeany theoreticaluncertainty expectedmassresolutioninthesame scanis0.318GeV
in the choiceof the Q_ forthe ttbound stateand for Mt = 300 GeV, There isverysmallstatisticalcor-

thatforQ_ = M_. In principle,the relationbetween relationbetweenrtand Mt. Sincetheexpectedwidth

the a, determinedatZ resonance(froma differential for150 GeV top quarkis0.885GeV, the widthmea.

jetrate[10],forexample) and ct°at thettthreshold surementisrelativelypoor.

withthesame renormalizationscheme(M----_),but the The measurerrzmtcan be imprc'¢edby addingad-

completenext-to-the-leadingordercorrectionsto the ditionalluminosityin the sensitiveregion10 points,

$tcrosssectionisnot yet calculatedand theyareex- from 287 GeV to 290 GeV, I GeV stepwith 0.4Po-I

pectedto be not small(10-20%)[9].Hopefully,this per pointintheexampleofthe 150GeV top mass de-

calculationwillbe done beforetheexperimentsbegin, terminationasshown inFig.10.Fora simultaneousfit

We alsostudythepossibilitytodetermineMt and ofMt and rtwe expectAMt = 0.145GeV and At,=
o_(Q2 = M_) simultaneouslywithlargerluminosity. 0.176GeV assumingotherparametersare known to
rlbthepreviousexampleoftheenergyscan(seeFig.8), good accuracy.
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Fig. 10. In addition to the scan as shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 12. In addition to the scan as shown in Fig. 8,
more luminosity and energy points are added to deter- more luminosity and energy points ate added to mea-

mine Mc and Ft simultaneously. The total integrated sure the Higgs-top coupling (fttlt)with an assumption
luminosity is 5 fb -1. that a 50 GeV Higgs boson would have been already

found at LEP-II.

3 I r I r 1 ' I ' ] Since light Higgs bosons (Mx _ v/s/2) can be di-

" 7 rectly observed at the e+e - collider, we study whetherheavier Higgs effects can be seen in the tf threshold

region. The conclusion is that it is not possible to
measure the Higgs maas in this way with the cxpected

Ru - integrated luminosity Simultaneous fit of Mt and MH
for Mt = 150 GeV and MH = 200 GeV assuming lumi..

1 nosity of 10 fb -1 in total (9 fb -1 is added to the basic

scan at the sensitive energy points as shown in Fig. 11)
we expert AM= = 0.195 GeV and AMH = 191 GeV.

Then the next question is how accurate we can

0 - measure the Higgs coupling to the top quark if a light
Higgs boson has been found and if the Higgs mass has

I , I n 1 I I , already been measured (Fig. 12). Assuming 100 GeV
290 300 310 320 330 Higgs and a total luminosity of 10 fb -x we expect

,_, Ecru (GEV) r,,o_,, AMt = 0.188 GeV and Al, tri = 0.238.

Fig. 11. In addition to the scan as shown in Fig. 8,
more luminosity and energy points are added to try VI. CONCLUSION
to see the minimal standard Higgs effect. The total
integrated luminosity is 10 fb- 1. The mass of a heavy top quark (Mt _ 125-250 GeV)

can be determined precisely by sn energy scan near the
tf thr_hold at e+e - colliders of v/_ _ 250-500 GeV.

C. Higgs Boson Mass (MH) and Isolated leptons and spherical event shape can be used

Higgs-top Coupling for selecting a clean tt sample. In the considered range i
of the top mass, the detection efficiency of > 10% is ob-

The Higgs boson coupling to a heavy fermion is tained with the signal to background ratio of _ 5P_r.
as large as the Higgs gauge coupling to weak bosons. With the total integrated luminosity of 1 fb -l, the ex-
For a larg_; mass top quark, the running _, becomes pected statistical error of 150 GeV top quark is
smaller and the contribution of Higgs exchange in the _, 0.3 GeV. The resolution of the top mass measure_

,(t bound state may become significant, ment is considerably worse for the heavy top (1.0 GeV
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